
BZ DHEA - 2000 PUREBRED ARABIAN MARE

Owner: Julie Jackson-Biegert    PShR-00-1081                 Tag #5

HEIGHT  15.16 hands        154                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 75.2 inches        191               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.48 inches        19                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Typical with pretty head, long neck, good shoulder.  Noble, elegant, 

harmoniously built with a large frame.

8.5/10

Head
Pretty head; big dark eyed.

8/10

Neck
Long.

8/10

Body
Strong and deep; could be a little longer in the loin.  Well muscled 

hindquarters.  Big joints, strong; well developed hocks.

8.5/10

Legs
Correct hooves.

7.5/10

Walk
Good, ground covering.

7/10

Trot
Good, could be more ground covering.

7/10

Canter
Could be more ground covering.  Very typey mare in big frame.

7/10

61.5 Total 80 points maximum

7.7 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Jennifer Allen

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE or STALLION

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge



TOO MUCH BLING - 2007 PUREBRED ARABIAN MARE

Owner: Katherine Voyer              PShR-07-1082                   Tag # 31

HEIGHT  14.96 hands        152                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 70.08 inches        178               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.09 inches       18                  cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Noble mare nearly ideal in riding horse type.  Harmoniously built with good

body proportions.

8.5/10

Head
Pretty head with Arabian expression.

8/10

Neck
Well set, long neck.  Arched.

8/10

Body
Withers could be more defined but good topline.  Elbows free enough.

Muscular, active hindquarter.  Good depth and width of chest.

8/10

Legs
Dry legs, well developed joints.  Pastern could be shorter and are a little bit 

soft.

7/10

Walk
Very good understep in good rhythm.  Ground covering.

8/10

Trot
With swinging back in good rhythm and good activity of

hindquarters.

8 5/10

Canter
With energy, diligent and balanced.

8/10

64 Total 80 points maximum

8 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda Rudolphi

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE or STALLION

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge



IM ADORAABLE TOO - 2005 PUREBRED ARABIAN MARE

Owner: Katherine Voyer      PShR-05-1083                     Tag #32

HEIGHT  14.86 hands        151                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 72.83 inches       185                cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.48 inches        19                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Elegant purebred Arabian mare in large frame.  Riding horse type with

good proportions.

8/10

Head
Expressive head could be a little more Arabian type.

7.5/10

Neck
A little low but long enough.

7.5/10

Body
Good slope to croup.  Long withers and good topline.  Good depth and 

width of chest.

8/10

Legs
Dry and well developed joints; correct conformation.  Good, healthy hooves.

7.5/10

Walk
Good ground covering.  Tracked up well.  Good use of back in walk and .

activity of hindquarters

8/10

Trot
Good rhythm and balance at trot in limited area.

8/10

Canter
Good ground covering and tracked up well.

7.5/10

61.5 Total 80 points maximum

7.69 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda Rudolphi

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE or STALLION

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge



Gwyndwn's Magneto - 2007 Shagya-Arabian Gelding

Owner: Lindsay S Robbins, VMD    PShR-07-1081    Tag #26

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary

HEIGHT  hands                        cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH inches                       cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   inches                       cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed

Elegant riding horse.  Shagya-Arabian expression.

8/10

Head

Shagya-Arabian expression, expressive.  Eye could be bigger and darker.

8/10 More concave.

Neck

Could have more arch.  Nice length with good wither connection.

7/10

Body

Nice long withers.  Good topline, a little long in the loin.  Could have more hind 

7.5/10 quarter muscle.  Good chest in width & depth.

Legs

Well defined joints.  Nice short cannons.  Correct, wide hooves.

7/10 Pasterns a little long but good angle.

Walk

All gaits could be more ground covering.  Walk was relaxed.

7/10

Trot

Could be freer at elbow.  Elegant at trot.

7/10 Could have more swing in back at trot & walk.

Canter

Canter was uphill & diligent

7/10

58.5 Total   80 points maximum

7.31 Average  Total points divided by 8.

 Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda L. Rudolphi

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



Odysseus - 2012 Shagya-Arabian Gelding      Tag #24

Owner: Esty Molina                                                    PShR-12-1062

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary

HEIGHT  14.5 hands       147                 cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 66 inches     168                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.09 inches      19                   cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed

Noble & elegant riding horse type.  Young, developing gelding; still 

7/10 immature.

Head

Expressive straight head, pleasant eye.

7/10

Neck

Immature, could have had more arch & masculine (this will come).  Topline

7/10 needs developing

Body

Dry body.  Croup at this time is higher than the withers (immature).

7/10

Legs

Well defined, dry legs.

7/10

Walk

Very good walk, steps up to point of gravity.  Correct

8.5/10

Trot

Diligent with back activity.

8/10

Canter

Gallop is flat.  Not enough freedom in the elbow.

7/10

58.5 Total  80 points maximum

7.31 Average  Total points divided by 8.

 Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda L Rudolphi

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.



RAINIERR - 2009 Shagya-Arabian Gelding      #34

          Owner: Katherine Voyer                          PShR-09-1054

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary
HEIGHT  15.06 hands      153                        cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 66.93 inches      170                       cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.87 inches      20                         cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Elegant, riding horse type.  Could have a little more Shagya-Arabian

expression.

7.5/10

Head
Good dark eyes with eager expression looking for work.

7/10

Neck
Neck could be higher set with more arch.

7/10

Body
Withers well defined and good for saddle.  Loin could be shorter, good 

slope to croup.  Hindquarters could be more muscled.

7/10

Legs
Toes out a little, well defined joints.  Cannon could be shorter.

7/10

Walk
Not ground covering enough.  Could have more length of stride with the

hind step.

7.5/10

Trot
Good ground covering and swing in back.

8/10

Canter
Diligent and energetic.  Good use of hindquarters.  Cold be more ground

covering.  Elbows are free.

8/10

59 Total 80 points maximum

7.375 Average Total points divided by 8.

 Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

  Linda Rudolphi

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



ROYCE - 2011 SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING    Tag #35

Owner:  Katherine Voyer              PShR-11-1053      

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary
HEIGHT  15.55 hands       158                      cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 68.5 inches      174                      cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.48 inches      19                        cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Noble, Harmoniously built horse in Shagya-Arabian type.

8.5/10

Head
Shagya-Arabian head, large dark eyes set wide apart.  

Good throatlatch.

8.5/10

Neck
Could have a little more arch and a little longer.

7.5/10

Body
Well defined, good long withers.  Good topline.  Nice slope to croup.

8/10

Legs
Correct and dry with well developed joints.  Healthy hooves.

Cannon could be shorter.  Pastern could be longer with more angle.

7/10

Walk
Could track up better.

7/10

Trot
Could be more ground covering with more swing in the back and activity

from the hindquarters.

7/10

Canter
Could be more uphill with more activity in back and hindquarters.

7/10

60.5 Total 80 points maximum

7.56 Average Total points divided by 8.

 Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda Rudolphi

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



SA Galt - 2002 Shagya-Arabian Gelding     Tag #25

Owner:  Rebecca Bianchi                           PShR-02-1079

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary
HEIGHT  15 hands         153              cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 71.65 inches        182               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.28 inches        18.5             cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed

Excellent type; noble & harmonious with Shagya-Arabian expression

9/10

Head

Beautiful Shagya-Arabian head, big dark eyes set wide, big nostrils,

9/10 pointed ears.

Neck

Long noble arched high set neck.  Good connection with withers. 

8/10 Clean throatlatch.

Body

Excellent topline, athletic body.  A good example of a 

8.5/10 Shagya-Arabian rectangular frame.

Legs

Clean, dry well built joints.  Good size hooves.  Short cannons.

8/10

Walk

Under step could be more & ground covering but in correct rhythm.

7/10

Trot

Active, diligent trot.  Could have more suspension.

7.5/10

Canter

Canter with energy & power.  Could be more uphill.  Back should have a 

7.5/10 little more activity.

64.5 Total     80 points maximum

8.062 Average  Total points divided by 8.

 Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda L. Rudolphi

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.



 

Wineglass Remeny - 2008 Shagya-Arabian Gelding   Tag #12

Owner: Holly Kemmis                                 PShR-08-1005

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary

HEIGHT  15.85 hands       161                 cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 74 inches       188                cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.48 inches        19                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed

Sporthorse type; harmoniously built.

7.5/10

Head

Profile could have more Arabian expression.

7/10

Neck

Good set up neck; could be a little longer & more arched.

7/10

Body

A little long; well developed; good shoulder; nice withers; back a little long.

7.5/10

Legs

Dry with well-developed joints; good hooves/  Legs could be a little stronger for

7.5/10 body size.

Walk

Good Rhythm & good ground coverage.

7.5/10

Trot

Could have more elasticity.

7/10

Canter

Could have more elasticity; good rhythm, a little stiff.

7/10

58 Total    80 points maximum

7.25 Average  Total points divided by 8.

WH

JK

Jennifer Allen

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge's Initials:

Signature of Scribe

Judge's Initials:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.



Wineglass Vino - 2002 Shagya-Arabian Gelding   Tag #11

Owner: Holly Kemmis                                 PShR-02-1026

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary

HEIGHT  16 hands        164                cm (155 cm = 15.1 hands)

GIRTH 77.5 inches        197               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.87 inches        20                  cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed

Muscular Sporthorse

8/10

Head

Nice face, big dark eyes, looks trustful

7.5/10

Neck

A little short, could be longer and more arched

7/10

Body
Very developed; harmonious; enough depth & width; athletic;

Well muscled

8.5/10

Legs
Strong legs; well-developed joints; nice short cannon with good

circumference; stands correctly.

7.5/10

Walk

Very nice; backhand action; good ground coverage.

9/10

Trot

Swinging; diligent.

8/10

Canter

A little stiff, could have more elasticity & ground coverage.

7.5/10

63 Total  80 points maximum

7.875 Average Total points divided by 8.

WH

JK

Jennifer AllenSignature of Scribe

Judge's Initials:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge's Initials:

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



Rodinn - 2008 Shagya-Arabian Gelding                   Tag #33

       Katherine Voyer                                                 PShR-08-1046

Judges: Dr Walter Huber, Germany & Judit Kovacs, Hungary

HEIGHT  15.35 hands         156                 cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 68.5 inches        174                 cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.48 inches          19                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Noble, harmoious pure Shagya-Arabian type in a large frame.

Reflects good purebred influence.

9/10

Head
Very nice head with Shagya-Arabian expression.  Wide forehead, dark

eyes and large nostrils.

9/10

Neck
Very muscular, well arched.

8.5/10

Body
Withers well defined and long, elegant toplin.  Well developed hind

quarters.  Nice slope and large shoulder.

8/10

Legs
Dry with well defined joints - nice, short cannons.  Toes out a

little bit.

7/10

Walk
Nice ground covering walk.

8.5/10

Trot
Swinging back and in balance.

8/10

Canter
Balanced and energetic but could be more uphill.

8.5/10

66.5 Total 80 points maximum

8.3125 Average Total points divided by 8.

 Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

  Linda Rudolphi

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.







LILY CREEK SEREDY - 2002 SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE

Owners: Steve & JoAnne Boles & L. Capps       PShR-02-1071   Tag #22

HEIGHT  64.57 hands        164                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 81.5 inches       207                cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   8.27 inches        21                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Large frame mare in elegant riding horse style.  Harmonious.

7.5/10

Head
Expressive straight head.  Could be more feminine.

7/10

Neck
Connects well to body but could have more length and arch.  Neck could be

set higher.

7/10

Body
Long withers.  A little long in loin.  Good hip length.  A little straight in shoulder.

Nice wide chest with good depth.

7.5/10

Legs
Humerous could be longer.  Toed in at front.

6.5/10

Walk
Could have more understep and ground covering.

7/10

Trot
A little flat but diligent.  Could use back more.

7/10

Canter
Flat, stiff and unbalanced.  Not enough freedom at elbow.

6.5/10

56 Total 80 points maximum

7 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda RudolphiSignature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE or STALLION

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



RAA'S MARAH - 2006 SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE

Owner: Rebecca & Scott Bianchi    PShR-06-1067   Tag #23

HEIGHT  59.84 hands        152                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 69.69 inches       177                cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.09 inches        18                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Beautiful mare in good Shagya-Arabian type

8/10

Head
Expressive head but a little long and straight.

7.5/10

Neck
Fine throatlatch, long enough neck.  Could be higher set.

7/10

Body
Long in loin.  Good topline.  Croup sloped.  Sloping shoulder.  Deep chest

and heart girth.  Well muscled.

7.5/10

Legs
Good well developed joints, dry legs, short cannon bones.

7.5/10

Walk
Diligent in good balance, correct rhythm.

7.5/10

Trot
Swinging back, diligent.  Steps well under body from behind.

8/10

Canter
Rhythmical canter in balance, active.

7.5/10

60.5 Total 80 points maximum

7.56 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr Walter Huber, Germany

 Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Linda RudolphiSignature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN MARE or STALLION

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.







H. WINEGLASS GRETTA - 2010 SHAGYA SPORTHORSE 

Owner:  Lori Siddique           PShR-10-3012           Tag #8

HEIGHT  16.34 hands        166                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 77.17 inches        196               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.87 inches         20                cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Dry mare in sport type.

6.5/10

Head

7/10

Neck
A little low set.

6.5/10

Body
Sportive body.

7.5/10

Legs
A little toed out forehand.  Well developed joints.

6.5/10

Walk
Ground covering, nice.

8/10

Trot
Active.  Could have more action.  Could be more ground covering.

7.5/10

Canter
Nice, energetic.

8.5/10

58 Total 80 points maximum

7.25 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Jennifer Allen

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA SPORTHORSE

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.



H. WINEGLASS SANGRIA - 2010 SHAGYA SPORTHORSE

Owner: Lucy Preckwinkle           PShR-10-3011          Tag #9

HEIGHT  15.26 hands        155                cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 72.83 inches       185                cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.09 inches        18                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Pretty horse.

7.5/10

Head
Pretty head; good eye.  Arabian face.

7.5/10

Neck
Nicely built, could have more muscles.

7.5/10

Body
Well pronounced withers.  A little high built croup; sloping croup.

7.5/10

Legs
Nice hooves; correct legs.

7.5/10

Walk
Nice movement; good ground covering; active hindquarters.

8/10

Trot
Active with good rhythm.

8/10

Canter
Energetic; balanced in rhythm.

8/10

61.5 Total 80 points maximum

7.6875 Average Total points divided by 8.

Dr. Walter Huber, Germany

Judit Kovacs, Hungary

Jennifer Allen

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2015 Inspection

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Judge

         FINAL JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA SPORTHORSE

Signature of Scribe

Judge

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.




